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Peru yields also a wide range of most important products
uch as petroleum copper silver gold vanadium and guano
and about enough coal for the railway and smelting needs of
the country    Since the decline in gold and silver production
copper ranks first among the metals    Venezuela and Colom
bia both produce more petroleum than Peru but its output
is quite important  totalling about 2000 tons    About half
the world s supply of vanadium a metal used as an alloy in
producing steel of light weight and great strength   used
particularly for motor vehicks comes from Peru
The cold Humboldt Current which is so largely responsible
for the and condition of the western slopes compensates to
some extent by bringing northward a great wealth of sea life
which in turn attracts vast numbers of sea birds These
birds over long ages have built up the great guano deposits
which are now so important an element in fertilizers for the
farming countries of the world The long standing dispute
between Chile and Peru concerning the possession of the
northern nitrate area was settled by a treaty which gives
Tacna to Chile in return for £1,200000
Peru has no less than twelve towns of over 20000 people.
The most important of these are (i) Lima CaUao Trujtllo
and Pvwra in the coastal belt and (11) Cuzco Stcuam
Areqw>p<* and Cerro de Pasco on the plateau Lima
(521000) an old city in the Spanish style is both capital
and commercial metropolis It has many factories and
handles most of the business df the country Co&w
(75000) eight miles to the west of Luna has the best
harbour on the Peruvian coast and conducts 50 per cent
of the country s trade A factor in its importance is the
railway to the great copper producing area of Cerro de
Pasco Mollendo the second port is the terminus of the
important route via Lake Titicaca, Transport over the

